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1.2. Package contents
Upon opening the Silk’n FaceTite package, you will find the following parts:
 Silk’n FaceTite Device
 A tube of Slider Gel
 A power adaptor
 This user manual
 A beauty case

1. Before You Start

1.1 Silk’n FaceTite device description
Silk’n FaceTite is an anti-aging face treatment device which 
utilizes RT™ (Home Tightening) technology. This technology 
combines three kinds of energy: Infrared Radiation (IR) that 
affects the upper layer of skin for improved skin texture, Red 
Light (LED) that reaches into the dermis for rejuvenation and 
collagen restoration, and focused Bi-Polar Radio Frequency 
energy (Bi-Polar RF) that penetrates deep into the subdermal 
fat for deep tissue tightening and wrinkle reduction.

Silk’n® FaceTite has a TREATMENT SURFACE (1) with three 
ELECTRODES (2) and a CENTRAL BUTTON (3) with five 
surrounding INDICATOR LIGHTS (4) .

Before using Silk’n FaceTite for the first time, please read this Instructions for Use booklet in its entirety, 
and watch the Silk’n FaceTite ‘How to Use’ video. 
Pay particular attention to sections on device use procedures, device operation, and after-use procedures.
We recommend you re-familiarize yourself with this Instructions for Use booklet before each use of 
Silk’n FaceTite.
Silk’n FaceTite is a powerful electrical device. As such, it should be used with special attention to safety.
Please read all warnings and safety precautions before use, and strictly follow them when using 
Silk’n FaceTite. 

TREATMENT SURFACE
ELECTRODES
CENTRAL BUTTON
INDICATOR LIGHTS

1 

4

2

3

Keep away from children!

1 

2
3 4
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2. Silk’n FaceTite Intended Use

3. Safety with Silk’n FaceTite 

Please note: Silk’n FaceTite is intended both for self-treatment, and for the treatment of others.

Silk’n FaceTite protects your skin
Silk’n FaceTite comes with a unique built-in heat stabilizer designed to measure skin temperature and 
stabilize the emitted heat energy.
To prevent overheating, a unique built-in heat stabilizer inside the Silk’n FaceTite measures the treated 
skin temperature during session. When a rise in the treated skin temperature is detected (42°C-43°C), the 
stabilizer will automatically stop emitting heat, until skin temperature lowers enough for the stabilizer to 
resume heating.

Silk’n FaceTite is intended for skin texture improvement and skin tightening, collagen restoration and 
wrinkle reduction. Silk’n FaceTite is suitable for use on your cheeks, forehead, chin, neck and the area 
around your eyes.

Note: Make sure the device is tightly pressed to your skin before starting and during treatment!
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4. Contraindications

Silk’n FaceTite is not designed for everyone. Please read and consider the information in the following 
section before use. For further information and personalized advice you may also visit our website
www.silkn.co.il.

Important Safety Information – Read Before Use!

  Do not use Silk’n FaceTite if you have a pacemaker or internal defibrillator, or any other active electrical 
implant anywhere in your body.

  Do not use Silk’n FaceTite if you have a permanent implant in the treated area such as metal plates and 
screws, silicone implants or an injected chemical substance.

  Do not use Silk’n FaceTite if you have a current history or condition of cancer, or pre-malignant moles.
  Do not use Silk’n FaceTite if you have received radiation therapy or chemotherapy treatments within the 
past 3 months.

  Do not use Silk’n FaceTite if you are pregnant or nursing.
  Do not use Silk’n FaceTite if you have a history of diseases stimulated by heat, such as recurrent Herpes 
Simplex in the treatment area. If so you may treat only following a prophylactic regime.

  Do not use Silk’n FaceTite if you suffer from poorly controlled endocrine disorders, such as diabetes and 
thyroid conditions.

  Do not use Silk’n FaceTite if you suffer from epilepsy.
  Do not use Silk’n FaceTite if you have a disease related to photosensitivity, such as porphyria, polymorphic 
light eruption, solar urticaria, lupus, etc.

  If you have any other condition which in your physician’s opinion would make it unsafe for you to be treated.
  If your skin was treated with a physician-prescribed drug within the past 6 months, please consult with 
your physician.

  Do not use Silk’n FaceTite if you have any active condition in the treatment area, such as sores, psoriasis, 
eczema, and rash.

  Do not use Silk’n FaceTite if you had any surgery in the treated area within 3 months prior to treatment.
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Warning: Keep Silk’n FaceTite away from water! Do not place or store Silk’n FaceTite where it can fall, be 
pushed or placed into a tub, sink or any other vessel containing water.

6. What to expect with Silk’n FaceTite
For many people, using Silk’n Titan may be their first experience with a heat-based device designed for 
home use. During a treatment session it is normal to experience or feel:

 a sensation of warmth: This is from the bi-polar RF energy. 
 some redness or slight swelling: This should subside within a few hours, or up to one day.

Excessive redness or swelling: This is rare and should normally disappear in within a few days. Cool 
the affected area with cold water for 10 minutes, and apply a remedy against burns.

Consult a skin physician before use If you have couperose or rosecrea.

7. Possible side effects

Consult your physician if you experience any persistent symptoms including pain, skin redness, swelling,  
or a burning sensation.

the attachments or accessories are not recommended by Home Skinovations Ltd.

it has a damaged cord or plug.

you see or smell smoke when it is in use.

it is not working properly or if it appears damaged.

the THERMAL SENSOR is cracked, or broken.

the outer shell is cracked or is coming apart.

you are bathing, or if it becomes damp or wet. Unplug immediately if it has fallen into water.

5. Do not use Silk’n FaceTite if:
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8. Get Started!
1. Remove Silk’n FaceTite DEVICE and other components from box.
2. Plug the POWER ADAPTOR cord into the Silk’n FaceTite socket.
3. Plug the POWER ADAPTOR into an electrical outlet. All five indicator lights will cycle repeatedly one after 

the other.
4. The device is now in STANDBY mode and is ready to start.
5. Press the CENTRAL BUTTON. The device will turn on to energy level 1 automatically. One INDICATOR 

LIGHT will turn on.

6. After setting the energy level for the treatment, spread a layer of Silk’n® Slider Gel over the area you 
intend to treat.

Note: Slider Gel (or any other water-based clear gel) facilitates smooth movement of the treatment 
surface over the skin and enables conductivity. To ensure safe and efficient treatment, always start by 
applying Slider Gel!

Setting Energy Levels: 

  Silk’n FaceTite offers 5 levels of energy represented by 5 ENERGY LEVEL INDICATOR LIGHTS.
  The selected energy level determines the intensity of Silk’n FaceTite energy delivered to your 

skin.
  To set an energy level, press the CENTRAL BUTTON repeatedly to move between energies, 

from 1 to 5 and back to 1.
  When the desired energy is set, the ENERGY LEVEL INDICATOR LIGHTS will indicate the level 

chosen.
 To put FaceTite™ back in standby mode, hold the CENTRAL BUTTON until all five lights will 

cycle continuously.
  If you wish to change energy levels mid-treatment, press the button again. This will change 

the energy level on the spot and allow you to treat the same or different areas with different 
energy levels according to your preferences.
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7. Press the device to the designated skin area. You will feel a mild sensation of warmth. Move the device in 
gentle massage- like linear motions on the area you wish to treat. Progress slowly and carefully.

8. Immediately after treatment apply a facial lotion, moisturizer or mask.

Please Note: In order for the device to work properly, it must be firmly connected to the skin!

9. Treatment regime

First Treatment
Find the right energy level for each facial site:

 Start at Energy level 1 for a few minutes (see treatment instructions below).

 Raise the energy level gradually for a few minutes at each level.

 Stop at the highest energy level that you are still comfortable with.

 It is advisable to reach the highest energy for maximum clinical effect.

Further Treatments:

 Turn on and set to the last comfortable energy level setting. 

 Apply a thin layer of gel to the treatment facial area.

 Repeat twice a week for 10 Weeks. For maintenance, treat once every 2 weeks.

 For maximum results - each treatment zone should be treated for at least 15 minutes    
  per treatment.

1

2

3

4

5
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9.1 Treatment Zones

FOREHEAD 
including in-between brows
Tightening

1.

RIGHT CHEEK
including around 
the eyes
Treat fine lines and 
Volume building

2.

LEFT CHEEK
including around 
the eyes
Treat fine lines and 
Volume building

3.

UPPER LIP
Including nasolabial fold
Tightening and 
Eliminating wrinkles

4.

CHIN
Including jawline
Tightening and 
V-shaping

5.

NECK
Smoothing6.

1.

2.3.
4.

6.

5.
CHIN

FOREHEAD

NECK

CHEEKS

AROUND 
THE EYES

UPPER LIP

NASOLABIAL 
FOLD

Tightening

Eliminating Wrinkles

Treat Fine Lines

Tightening

Volume Building

Tightening

Smoothing

JAWLINE
V Shapping
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11. Troubleshooting

“My Silk’n FaceTite does not start.”
  Make sure the POWER ADAPTOR is properly connected to the Silk’n FaceTite device.
  Make sure the POWER ADAPTOR is plugged into an electrical outlet on the wall.

“Heat energy is not emitted and I don’t feel any heat emitted from the device even though I pressed the 
CENTRAL BUTTON”
  Heat will not be emitted if the TREATMENT SURFACE is not connected to your skin. This is a safety feature. 
Make sure the device is tightly pressed to your skin before starting treatment.

  Heat will not be emitted from the TREATMENT SURFACE when not using Slider Gel, or previously applied 
Slider Gel has dried up. Apply Slider Gel to the area you intend to treat directly before treatment. 

  Do not attempt to open or repair your Silk’n FaceTite device. Only authorized Silk’n® personnel are 
permitted and able to perform repairs.

 Trying to open Silk’n FaceTite will void your warranty and may also damage the device.  Please contact Silk’n® 
Customer Service if you have a broken or damaged device in need of repair.

 

10. Maintenance of Silk’n FaceTite 

10.1. Cleaning Silk’n FaceTite 

  Unplug Silk’n FaceTite before cleaning. After every treatment session, it is necessary to clean your Silk’n 

FaceTite device, and especially the TREATMENT SURFACE.

  Use absorbent paper (such as toilet paper or hand drying napkins) to gently wipe the gel residue off the 
TREATMENT SURFACE.

  Never immerse Silk’n FaceTite or any of its parts in water!

Note: Always keep Silk’n FaceTite stored in the beauty case that was delivered with it. Store Silk’n 

FaceTite and the POWER ADAPTER in a cool, dry place, out of reach from children

When Silk’n FaceTite reaches its End of Life stage, the device is to be orderly disposed of. Deliver it 
to the nearest electronic waste collection point for safe and efficient disposal.
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12. Customer Service

More information about Silk’n products, please visit our website www.silkn.co.il.
If your device is broken, damaged, in need of repair or any other assistance, please contact our Customer 
Service center via our:
- Website: www.silkn.co.il
- Email: contact@silkn.co.il
- Phone: 1-700 -700-309

Our customer service representatives will be happy to help you!

13. Specifications
TechnologyRT™ 
Wavelength Red light620nm±20nm;
Wavelength IR850nm±20nm;

Radio Frequency1 MHz ±30%; 12W max
Operation and SafetyHeat stabilizer preventing skin overheating
Package Size22cm X 22cm X 9cm
System weight125gr

Temperature
Operating 10°C to 35°C
Storage-40 to +70°C

Relative Humidity
Operating 30 to 75%rH
Storage10 to 90%rH

Atmospheric pressure
Operating 700 to 1060hPa
Storage500 to 1060hPa
Adaptor ModelKSA24A1200150HE
Rated100-240V; 50-60Hz; 0.5A
Output12Vdc; 1.5A
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14. Labeling

Class II equipment

WEEE - Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment

CE Mark

Do not use this appliance in a wet surrounding

Degree of protection against ingress water: ordinary

This device is not suitable for use in the presence of 
flammable anesthetic mixture with air or with Oxygen 
or Nitrous Oxide.
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